Backbone dynamics of the first, second, and third immunoglobulin modules of the neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM).
The neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) is a cell surface multimodular protein, which plays an important role in cell-cell adhesion by homophilic (NCAM-NCAM) and heterophilic (NCAM-non-NCAM molecules) binding. In the present study, the backbone dynamics of the first three immunoglobulin-like (Ig) modules of NCAM have been investigated by NMR spectroscopy. Ig1, Ig2, and Ig3 share low sequence identity but possess the same fold and have very similar three-dimensional structures. (15)N longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates and heteronuclear NOEs have been measured and subsequently analyzed by the axial symmetric Lipari-Szabo modelfree formalism to characterize fast (pico- to nanosecond) and slow (micro- to millisecond) motions in the three protein modules. We found that backbone motions of residues located in the beta-strand regions are generally restricted, while increased flexibility is observed in turns and loops. In all three modules, residues located in the segments connecting the C- and D-strand plus residues located in the segment connecting the E- and F-strand show significant chemical exchange on the micro- to millisecond time scale. In addition, a number of residues with small chemical exchange contribution seem to form contiguous regions in the beta sheets, suggesting that these motions might be correlated. Only few residues in the homophilic binding sites in the NCAM Ig1 and Ig2 modules show increased flexibility, indicating that the Ig1-Ig2-mediated NCAM homophilic binding does not depend on the local backbone mobility of the interacting modules.